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Creator Lindsay, Jack 
Title Papers of Jack Lindsay (1900-1990) 
Date  n.d. 
Description Letters 
Format Print; various handwritten and typed 
Coverage Correspondence to son Philip and daughter Helen. Provided practical 
advice to his children about their studies, day to day activities, holding a 
job, money matters and their difficulties in living away from home. 
Contents Letters to Philip and Helen 






Creator Lindsay, Jack 
Title Papers of Jack Lindsay (1900-1990) 
Date  ca.1970-1979  
Description Letters 
Format Print; mostly typed 
Coverage Correspondence to son Philip and daughter Helen. Mainly provided 
encouragement and guidance in their studies. Includes discussion about his 
works, Origins of Alchemy, William Blake. 
Relation Origins of Alchemy held by UTS Library, 540.1 LIND 
Contents Letters to Philip and Helen 



















Creator Lindsay, Jack 
Title Papers of Jack Lindsay (1900-1990) 
Date  ca.1980-1989  
Description Letters 
Format Print; various handwritten and typed 
Coverage Correspondence to son Philip and daughter Helen. Discussed day to day 
family life, money matters, holding a job and his children’s studies. 
Includes discussion about his works, Turner: the man and his art, Thomas 
Gainsborough, Crisis in Marxism, Life rarely tells: an autobiography in 
three volumes, Collected Poems. 
 
Correspondence to Helen in relation to using some of her illustrations in 
one of his works, Collected Poems. 
Relation Held by UTS Library: 
Collected Poems 821.912 LIND 
Crisis in Marxism 335.43/LIND 
Life rarely tells: an autobiography in three volumes 828.209/LIN/1 
Thomas Gainsborough: his life and art 759.2 LIND 
Contents Letters to Philip and Helen 






Creator Lindsay, Jack 
Title Papers of Jack Lindsay (1900-1990) 
Date  ca. 1990-  
Description Letters 
Format Print 
Coverage Correspondence relating to the purchase of the Jack Lindsay papers to the 
National Library of Australia. Correspondence also relating to the 
donation of some his books and papers to Marx Memorial Library. 
Contents Letters between Helen, National Library of Australia and Marx Memorial 
Library 
Source Donated by Helen, daughter of Jack Lindsay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
